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BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC SAFETY, INTERGOVERNMENTAL, & 

MILITARY AFFAIRS 

 
April 4, 2019 

 

Governor’s Message 543 

Relating to the Office of Hawaiian Affairs 

 

 

Aloha Chair Nishihara, Vice-Chair Wakai, and Members of the Committee, 

 

Ka Lāhui Hawaiʻi Political Action Committee (KPAC) submits the following testimony in OPPOSITION of 

the reappointment of Nolan Espinda as the Chair of the Department of Public Safety. 

 

Kanaka Maoli are over represented in Hawaiʻi’s jails and prisons.  They make up 40% of the inmate 

population while only make up only 21% of the general population.  The welfare, safety and human rights 

(including the right to practice indigenous Hawaiian religion) of Kanaka Maoli prisoners are of concern for 

KPAC. 

 

The Hawaiʻi’s Department of Public Safety’s archaic approach to “punishment” is long overdue for an 

overhaul.  Between June 2011 and January 2012, at the request of then Governor Abercrombie and 

Legislative leaders, the Justice Center staff conducted extensive data analyses of Hawaii’s criminal justice 

system to identify criminal justice population and cost drivers in the state.  The Justice Center proposed policy 

options to the Hawaii State Legislature that was projected to help reduce the state’s inmate population by 

more than 900 inmates by the end of fiscal year 2016 — and by 1,010 inmates by fiscal year 2018.  So far 27 

states have worked with the Justice Center to develop state-specific, data-driven policies that save taxpayer 

dollars, and direct some of those savings to strategies that can decrease crime and strengthen neighborhoods.  

Yet despite this Hawai`i has yet to fully implement recommendations from the Justice Center as well as thw 

Native Hawaiian Task Forces and Pu’uhonua Advisory Groups 

 

Although overcrowding, high recidivism rates, and high rate of suicides in Hawaiʻi’s jails and prisons did not 

start with Mr. Espinda, he has certainly not improved the situation.  We need fresh leadership looking at more 

progressive and humane approaches to dealing with these issues that have forced the intervention of watch 

dog groups like American Civil Liberties Union and the Native Hawaiian Legal Corp.  

 

Criminal justice reform that can decrease inmate population and save the State of Hawaiʻi money needs to be 

implemented.  We can ensure rehabilitative forms of “punishment” while keeping our neighborhoods and 

communities safe and it needs to start with here with your vote.   

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

M. Healani Sonoda-Pale 

Chair, KPAC 
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